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Abstract
An access control mechanism is a technology to protect the
confidential files stored in a database by restricting the
access rights of different approved users of these files. In
this paper, we propose a novel access control mechanism
using the single-key-lock system and the generalized
Aryabhata remainder theorem (GART), in which each user
is associated with a key and each digital file with a lock.
Our mechanism possesses three unique features, 1) a high
efficiency of constructing the keys for the users and the
locks for the files; 2) a simple operation on the user’s key
and on the file’s lock allows the user access to the file; and
3) the keys for adding or deleting a user can be updated
easily without affecting the existing keys for other users.

to prevent any unauthorized user from viewing, changing,
or destroying any digital files.

Considering the significant impact that the access
control mechanism has on resource sharing and information
confidentiality, many different access control mechanisms
have been proposed in the previous literature [1, 7, 8, 10,
11, 14, 25, 29]. Among them, the access control matrix
model has a comparatively simple design and has been
used extensively in information protection systems. An
abstract concept of the access control matrix model, known
as the abstract protection model, was developed by Graham
and Denning [13]. Specifically, they used three variables,
i.e., S, O, and A (defined below), in the abstract protection
model to represent the status of the information protection
system, where 1) S stands for a set of subjects (or users)
Keywords: Access control, generalized Aryabhata who can access the digital files in the database, 2) O stands
remainder theorem (GART), single-key-lock system
for a set of objects (or digital files) that must be protected
according to specified access rights, and 3) A stands for an
access control matrix in which the rows represent the
1 Introduction
subjects (S), the columns represents the objects (O), and the
With the advent of distribution systems and multimedia
entry aij represents the access right of the ith subject to the
technology, different users in a specific system or th
organization must share extensive digital information, such j object.
as digital books, personnel data, commercial specifications,
In general, there are five kinds of access rights in an
and digital audio or video duplicates, which is stored in a information protection system, i.e., no access, executing,
common database. Due to the fact that such shared digital reading, writing, and owning, which are denoted as “0,”
files are extremely important and must be kept confidential, “1,” “2,” “3,” and “4,” respectively, in access control
protecting the files from unauthorized access is a topic of matrix A. Access rights of larger numbers include the
great interest in the field of information security. In order to access rights of smaller numbers, e.g., if a user has the right
ensure that the files are secure, an access control of reading (denoted as “2”) a file, he or she also has the
mechanism [2, 3, 4, 6, 12, 15, 17, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26] right of executing (denoted as “1”) the same file; similarly,
must be used to grant or limit the access rights of different if a user is granted the right of owning (denoted as “4”) a
approved users, i.e., to determine the level of access that file, he or she definitely has all the rights to access the same
each user has to the confidential digital files. Thus, the file. Figure 1 shows an access control matrix of an
fundamental objective of the access control mechanism is information protection system consisting of four users,
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be generated by the locks for the digital files, the predetermined access right of this user to each digital file,
and a parameter k that is a crucial component in the
computational process of the GART. This method of
constructing the keys is more efficient than the
mechanism that Chang and Chen used.

2) The access right of a user to a digital file can be obtained
by the GART, in which only a simple operation on the
key of this user and the lock of this file must be
U1  U 4 , three digital files, F1  F3 , and the corresponding
performed.
access rights of U i to F j , where 1  i  4 and 1  j  3 .
3) When a new user is added to the information protection
system, a new key for her or him can be allocated by
Although the principle of the abstract protection model
using the GART without modifying the other users’
mentioned above is simple, the model is unable to store the
existing keys; when a user is deleted from the system,
access control matrix directly. The access control matrix is
the only thing to do is to eliminate her or his key.
sparse, which can lead to the inefficient use of space. The
Figure 1: An access control matrix

single-key-lock pair scheme, proposed by Wu and Hwang 4) The approach of reconstructing the keys for all of the users in
[26]
, provides a solution to this problem. In their scheme,
the system only involves updating parameter k in the
each user is associated with a key vector, and each digital
GART, i.e., there is no need to modify any existing locks
file is associated with a lock vector. Each access right aij in
and access rights. This feature is indicative of the
flexibility of our proposed mechanism.
the access control matrix can be computed by the
corresponding key vector and lock vector. Thus, only keys 5) The complexity of the required storage of our mechanism is the
and locks have to be stored in the information protection
same as that of Chang and Chen’s mechanism, i.e.,
system to derive the access control matrix. However, this
O(m  n) for m keys and n locks, thereby avoiding the
scheme has three drawbacks, i.e., 1) the method used to
overflow problem.
generate the keys and locks is complex; 2) the approach
used to obtain the access control matrix is time-consuming
due to the complicated representation of keys and locks;
and 3) the complexity of the required storage is high, e.g.,
O(mn) , where m and n are the number of keys and locks,
respectively.
To overcome these drawbacks, Chang [2] proposed a
novel access control mechanism based on the concepts of
the single-key-lock system and the Chinese remainder
theorem (CRT) [5, 16, 18, 27]. His mechanism can be used
to construct the keys and locks easily, expediting the
procedure of computing the access control matrix. In
addition, when there are m keys and n locks, the complexity
of the required storage can be decreased to O(m  n) . Later,
in 1986, Chang and Chen [3] proposed another novel
access control scheme based on the generalized Chinese
remainder theorem (GCRT). Their scheme can obtain
several keys for a user by using the grouped generation
method while maintaining the advantages of Chang’s
mechanism. However, the efficiency of Chang and Chen’s
mechanism can still be increased, especially the complexity
of constructing the keys for all users, which requires a lot
of time. Inspired by Chang and Chen’s mechanism, in this
paper, we propose a new access control mechanism using
the single-key-lock system and the generalized Aryabhata
remainder theorem (GART), which is more efficient than
Chang and Chen’s mechanism. The main contributions of
our proposed mechanism are listed below:

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we briefly introduce Chang and Chen’s scheme
and the fundamental component of our mechanism, i.e., the
GART. In Section 3, we propose our novel access control
mechanism. Section 4 analyzes the proposed mechanism,
and our conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries
In this section, we briefly introduce Chang and Chen’s
scheme and the basic component that we used in designing
our access control mechanism. First, we describe the
single-key-lock system, and then, we review Chang and
Chen’s scheme that used the single-key-lock system.
Finally, we describe the principle of the GART and the
associated computational process.
2.1 The Single-Key-Lock System
The single-key-lock system [2] is a well-known,
information-protection system that be used to realize the
access control matrix successfully. Assume that a singlekey-lock system consists of m users and n digital files. The
single-key-lock system must be able to validate each user’s
request to access a digital file, thereby protecting all the
files from unauthorized access. To achieve this goal, the
single-key-lock system assigns each user U i a key K i and
each digital file F j a lock L j , where 1  i  m and

1) The keys for users in an information protection system 1  j  n . As illustrated in Figure 2, the procedure of
can be constructed efficiently. According to the GART access control by a typical single-key-lock system is
utilized in our mechanism, the key for a specific user can
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conducted as follows. First, the system determines the where
k
is
a
positive
integer
subject
to
access right of each registered user U i to each digital file
Max{aij }1 j  n  k  Min{L j }1 j  n . According to the GCRT,

K i can be calculated by the following equation:

Single-key-lock system

n

Keys
Ki

(1)

j =1

Lj

Access right aij in the invisible
access control matrix

The request of user U i

Ki   Lj  Lj  bij ( mod kM ) ,

Locks

where M   j 1 L j , Lj  k  M /L j , Lj  Lj  k ( mod k  Lj ) ,
n

File Fj

Requested access right

Figure 2: Architecture of a single-key-lock system

and bij  aij  L j /k  .

Therefore, in this access control scheme, it is easy to
F j . Then, the system constructs the key K i for each U i by determine the locks by selecting n pairwise relatively prime
using the locks and her or his pre-determined access rights. numbers and to construct all the keys by the GCRT.
When U i requests access to F j , the system computes the However, the efficiency of generating the keys can be
true access right a in the invisible access control matrix improved. This is the aim of our new mechanism.
ij

by the key K i and the lock L j . If the access right that is
requested is smaller than or equal to the value of aij , U i

2.3 Generalized Aryabhata Remainder Theorem

Since our proposed access control mechanism is based on
the generalized Aryabhata remainder theorem (GART), this
reject the request.
subsection will introduce the GART and demonstrate how
From the above description of the single-key-lock it performs to compute a unique solution in a certain range.
system, it is evident that an efficient and practical access
The GART, proposed by Chang et al. [9], is a
control mechanism must be used in the implementation of considerable variation of the Aryabhata remainder theorem
this system. Also, the following issues must be considered (ART) [20, 28]. The GART uses a positive integer k as an
in designing this access control mechanism, i.e., (1) the additional parameter to compute an integer X. Given n
effective construction and representation of the keys and pairwise, co-prime integers, q , q , , q , and n positive
1
2
n
locks rather than storing the access control matrix directly;
integers, x1 , x2 , , xn , where Max{xi }1i  n  k  Min{qi }1i  n , a
(2) the efficient use of the key K i and the lock L j to
system of equations can be established as follows:
calculate the access right aij ; (3) the development of an
 X / q1   x1 (mod k ) ,
effective solution for the dynamic access control problem
 X / q2   x2 (mod k ) ,
when the keys and locks must be updated as the result of
adding or deleting a user or when an access right is altered;
.
and (4) approaches for reducing the storage requirement for
.
the keys and locks.
.
can access F j successfully; otherwise, the system will

2.2 Chang and Chen’s Key-lock-pair Scheme

 X / qn   xn (mod k ) .

Then, the integer X, which is the unique solution in
Chang and Chen’s key-lock-pair scheme [3] used the
concepts of the single-key-lock system described in Figure Z k n q , can be calculated by the iterative algorithm of
i1 i
2 and the generalized Chinese remainder theorem (GCRT).
GART
shown below.
In their scheme, the system selects n positive integers,
L1 , L2 , , Ln , that are relatively prime in pairs as the locks Input: ({x , x , , x }, {q , q , , q }, k )
1
2
n
1
2
n
for the files. Assuming that aij , where 1  i  m and Output: X
1  j  n , denotes the access right of each user U i to each 1. Q1  q1 , X1  x1  q1
digital file F j in the invisible access control matrix, we can 2. for i = 2 to n do
3. Qi  Qi 1  qi
create the system of equations shown below:
4. X i  k  Qi 1  ((( xi  qi  X i 1 ) / k   (Qi 1 )1 ) mod qi )  X i 1 ,
 Ki / L1   ai1 (mod k ) ,
where (Qi 1 )1 mod qi is the multiplicative inverse of
K
/
L

a
(mod
k
)
,
 i 2 
i2
Qi 1 modulo qi .
.
5. end for
.
6. return X n
.
Next, an example is given to illustrate how to use the
GART
to compute an integer.
 Ki / Ln   ain (mod k ) ,
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Example 1. Assume that {x1 , x2 , x3 } = {1, 2, 3}, {q1 , q2 , q3 }
= {7, 13, 17}, and k = 5. Find the integer X that satisfies
 X / qi   xi (mod k ) using the GART, where 1  i  3 .
The computational process is comprised of the
following three steps:
Step 1:
Q1  q1  7, X1  x1  q1  1 7  7.
Step 2:
Q2  Q1  q2  7 13  91 ,

 Ki / L1   ai1 (mod k ) ,
 Ki / L2   ai 2 (mod k ) ,
.
.
.
 Ki / Ln   ain (mod k ) .
Therefore, the key K i for each user U i can be
generated by the locks L1 , L2 , , Ln , U i ’s access rights
ai1 , ai 2 ,..., ain to all n files, and the integer k according to
the GART described in Subsection 2.2, in which we only
replace q1 , q2 , , qn and x1 , x2 , , xn with L1 , L2 , , Ln and

X 2  k  Q1  (( ( x2  q2  X 1 ) / k   (Q1 ) 1 ) mod q2 )  X 1
= 5  7  (( (2 13  7) / 5  7 1 ) mod13)  7
 5 7 8  7
= 287.
Step 3:
Q3  Q2  q3  9117  1547 ,

ai1 , ai 2 ,..., ain , respectively. Now let us describe how K i is
calculated by using the GART. Since K i must be
computed by (n-1) rounds according to the GART, we use
the symbol K id to represent the value of K i in the dth

X 3  k  Q2  (( ( x3  q3  X 2 ) / k   (Q2 ) 1 ) mod q3 )  X 2
= 5  91  (( (3 17  287) / 5  911 ) mod17)  287
 5  91 12  287

round, where d  2 to n . In each round,

= 5747.
We can verify the unique solution X 3 in Z 7735 as follows:

Kid  k  M d 1  (((aid  Ld  Kid 1 ) / k   (M d 1 )1 ) mod Ld )  Kid 1 , (2)

 X 3 q1  mod k  5747 7  mod5  1  x1 ,
 X 3 q2  mod k  5747 13 mod5  2  x2 ,
and
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where M1  L1 , Ki1  ai1  L1 , and M d  M d 1  Ld . Then, all
the m keys can be constructed easily by repeating the
computational process of the key K i for the user U i m
times.

 X 3 q3  mod k  5747 17  mod5  3  x3 .

Step 3. Computation of access right.

3 Our Proposed Mechanism

When user U i requests access to file F j , the
From the description of the single-key-lock system and the
corresponding access right aij must be computed by the
GART in Section 2, it is feasible to combine these two
concepts to yield a novel access control mechanism. Now, equation aij   Ki L j  mod k . The value of aij is identical
we provide details concerning the proposed mechanism in
to aij in the invisible access control matrix that was
the four steps that follow:
determined in Step 1.
Step 1. Initialization of the system.
Step 4. Verification of access right.
Assume that the single-key-lock system consists of m users
and n digital files and that each user U i is associated with a If U i ’s requested access right to F j is smaller than or
key K i and that each digital file F j is associated with a equal to the value of aij , the request will be accepted;
lock L j . The initialization of the system contains two tasks, otherwise, it will be declined.
Next, we give an example to illustrate how our
proposed
access control mechanism performs.
1  j  n as the locks of the n files and (2) determining the
access right aij for 1  i  m and 1  j  n of each user U i Example 2. Consider a single-key-lock system consisting of
four users, U1  U 4 , and three digital files, F1  F3 . During
to each digital file F j in the invisible access control matrix,
the initialization of the system, assume that L1  7 , L2  11 ,
where Max{aij }1 j  n  Min{L j }1 j  n according to user U i .
and L3  13 ; the access control matrix that was determined
Step 2. Construction of the keys.
is shown in Figure 1.
i.e., (1) selecting n pairwise co-prime integers L j for

First,

choose

a

positive

integer

k

subject

to

Max{aij }1 j  n  k  Min{L j }1 j  n . Then, establish the following

system of equations:

After choosing k  5 , satisfying Max{aij }1 j 3  k  Min{Lj }1 j 3 ,
the key K i for each user U i is generated by L1 , L2 , L3 ,

U i ’s access rights ai1 , ai 2 , ai 3 , and the integer k according
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to the GART, such that K1  3381 , K2  1862 , K3  4368 ,
and K4  4214 . Then, the access right aij is computed by

aij   Ki L j  mod k , which coincides with aij in the
invisible access control matrix. For example,
a12   K1 L2  mod k  2  a12 ,
   K2 L2  mod k  4  a22 ,
a22
   K4 L3  mod k  4  a43 .
and a43

Consider that U1 attempts to write F2 . Because the
number representing the access right of writing is “3,”
which is larger than the value of a12 , this access request

62

Table 1: Comparison of the methods for key construction
Mechanism
Chang and Chen’s
mechanism
Our mechanism

Method

Time Complexity

GCRT

O(n2b2 )

GART

O(nb2 )

Table 2: Operations for adding or deleting a user or a file
Case
Adding a user U i

Required Operation
Only calculate K i by using the GART

Deleting a user U j

Only eliminate K j

Adding a file Fi

Recalculate all keys

Deleting a file F j

Recalculate all keys

will be rejected. However, if U1 wants to access F2 by
Next, we analyze the time complexity of the GART
executing (denoted as “1”) or reading (denoted as “2”),
used in our mechanism. In Equation (2), we assume that k ,
her or his request will be accepted because the value of a12
Ld , and aid are assigned b digits, the expression
is equal to or greater than the requested access right.
k  M d 1  ((M d 1 )1 mod Ld ) can be computed. Hence, in
Equation (2), two multiplications, one subtraction, one
4 Discussion
division, one addition, and one modular operation exist. As
In this section, we discuss some issues about our proposed a result, after (n-1) rounds are completed, the computation
access control mechanism, including the computational cost of the GART is about (n  1)  (2b2  b  b2  b  b2 ) bit
complexity associated with the construction of the keys, the operations. Thus, the time complexity of the GART is
effort required to modify the keys when adding or deleting O(nb2 ) , which is less than that of the GCRT.
a user or a file, the effort required to reestablish keys, and
the storage requirement for the keys and locks.
In the following, we perform an analysis to determine
why the GART is more efficient than the GCRT. In the
GCRT, a modular operation must be performed with a large
4.1 Construction of Keys
number, k  M , which is time-consuming. However, the
Our access control mechanism uses the GART to construct computational process of the GART is divided into several
keys for users. According to the GART, key K i for a iterations in which a modular operation with a smaller
specific user U i can be generated by the locks {L j }1 j  n for number is needed, making the GART have a higher
efficiency than the GCRT. Hence, our access control
digital files, the pre-determined access rights {aij }1 j  n of mechanism is more efficient in the construction of the keys
U i to all digital files, and the important parameter k. Since than Chang and Chen’s mechanism. Table 1 compares the
Chang and Chen’s mechanism utilizes the GCRT to methods for key construction of both mechanisms.
generate keys, we present below an analysis of the
In addition, after the keys are generated, access right aij
comparative time complexity of the GCRT and the GART
of each user U i to each digital file F j can be obtained by a
to determine which method has less time complexity.
Now, let us consider the time complexity of the GCRT simple operation on U i ’s key and F j ’s lock, i.e.,
according to Equation (1). Assume that both L j and aij are aij   Ki q j  mod k , which coincides with aij in the


assigned b digits, and the expressions Lj  Lj and k  M can invisible access control matrix.
be pre-computed. Therefore, in Equation (1), 2n
multiplications, n divisions, (n-1) additions, and one 4.2 Adding or Deleting a User or a File
modular operation exist. Notice that the multiplication/division
of two integers, each of which has b digits, requires b 2 bit In this subsection, we discuss how to modify the keys when
operations, and the addition of such two integers requires adding or deleting a user or a file.
b bit operations. In addition, a modular operation with b
It is convenient to add or delete a user with our
bits requires b 2 bit operations, thus the operation of mechanism. When a new user joins the information
“ mod kM ” requires ((n  1)  b)2 bit operations. By the protection system, her or his key can be constructed easily
by the locks for digital files, her or his pre-determined
above analysis, we can calculate that the computational
access rights to each digital file, and the parameter k
cost of the GCRT is about 2n  b2  n  b2 +(n  1)  b  ((n+1)  b)2
according to the GART. Fortunately, the construction of the
bit operations, which implies the time complexity of the new user’s key does not affect the existing users’ keys.
GCRT is O(n2b2).
When an existing user is deleted from the system, the only
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thing to do is to eliminate her or his key while there is no [3] C. C. Chang and C. P. Chen, “A key-lock-pair
need to update other users’ keys. However, when adding or
mechanism based on generalized Chinese remainder
deleting a file, the key for each user must be altered due to
theorem”, Journal of the Chinese Institute of Engineers,
the characteristics of the GART. Table 2 summaries the
vol. 9, no. 4, pp. 383-390, 1986.
required operations for adding or deleting a user or a file.
[4] C. C. Chang, “An information protection scheme based
upon number theory,” Computer Journal, vol. 30, no. 3,
4.3 Reestablishment of Keys
pp. 249-253, 1987.
[5]
C. C. Chang and H. C. Lee, “A new generalized groupOur mechanism can reestablish keys by modifying only
oriented cryptoscheme without trusted centers,” IEEE
parameter k according to the GART, which can avoid
Journal on Selected Areas in Communications, vol. 11,
modifying any existing locks and access rights. Therefore,
no. 5, pp. 725-729, 1993.
our mechanism is flexible.
[6] C. C. Chang and D. C. Lou, “A binary access control
4.4 Storage Requirement
method using prime factorization,” Information
Science, vol. 96, no.1-2, pp. 15-26, 1997.
The complexity of the required storage of our mechanism is
the same as that of Chang and Chen’s mechanism, i.e., [7] C. C. Chang, I. C. Lin, and H. M. Tsai, “A dynamic
mechanism for determining relationships in a partially
O(m  n) for m keys and n locks, thereby avoiding the
ordered user hierarchy,” Proceedings of the 18th
overflow problem.
International Conference on Advanced Information
Networking and Applications, pp. 133-138, Fukuoka,
5 Conclusions
Japan, 2004.
[8]
C. C. Chang, I. C. Lin, and C. T. Liao, “An access
In this paper, we proposed an efficient access control
control system with time-constraint using support
mechanism based on the concepts of the single-key-lock
vector machines,” International Journal of Network
system and the generalized Aryabhata remainder theorem
Security, vol. 2, no. 2, pp. 150-159, 2006.
(GART). Our mechanism used an efficient approach to
generate keys for users. First, selecting n pairwise co-prime [9] C. C. Chang, J. S. Yeh, and J. H. Yang, “Generalized
integers L j for 1  j  n as the keys of the n files and
Aryabhata remainder theorem,” International Journal
of Innovative Computing, Information and Control, vol.
determining the access right aij of each user U i to each
6, no. 4, pp. 1865-1871, 2010.
digital file F j in the invisible access control matrix. Then,
[10] H. K. C. Chang, J. J. Hwang, and H. H. Liu, “A novel
the key K i for each user U i can be generated easily by the
access control method using morton number and prime
factorization,” Information Sciences, vol. 130, no. 1,
locks L1 , L2 , , Ln , U i ’s rights ai1 , ai 2 ,..., ain to all of the n
pp. 23-40, 2000.
files, and the parameter k according to the GART. We
analyzed the time complexity of the GART and concluded [11] Y. Cheng, J. Park, and R. Sandhu, “A user-to-user
relationship-based access control model for online
that our mechanism is more efficient than Chang and
social networks,” Data and Applications Security and
Chen’s mechanism in the method used to construct the keys.
Privacy, vol. 7371, pp. 8-24, 2012.
Also, in our proposed mechanism, keys can be updated
when users are added to or deleted from the system without [12] D. Ferraiolo, J. Barkley, and R. Kuhn, “A role based
modifying other users’ keys.
access control model and reference implementation
within a corporate,” ACM Transactions on Information
and System Security, vol. 2, no.1, pp. 34-64, 1999.
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